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Chengdu, the “Queue”
On the first day of June, the ground floor of southwest China's largest shopping mall, the
International Finance Square was occupied by a long queue. All the people in line were waiting
patiently for the one-day pop-up store to release the limited-edition sportswear products from the
Chinese sports tycoon, Li-Ning.

It was one of Li-Ning’s
significant release activities.
Primarily, your first
impression towards the popup shop had already reflected
Li-Ning’s unique marketing
strategy: Developing based on
native traits. As the
pedestrians could see far
away, the shop was decorated
Photo by LTF Team Member

thoughtfully with elements

from Chengdu, which strongly manifested the local color.
Undoubtedly, Li-Ning’s strategy was absolutely successful: Without the obvious Chinese
characters printed everywhere, people would have possibly believed that this place was selling
some fashionable and fancy luxuries designed by noticeable foreign brands because the modern
and distinctive design was just so outstanding and advanced. However, all these were done by an
emerging Chinese enterprise; The truth is, people in this long queue were pursuing the products
of a well-known domestic brand, Li-Ning.

Li-Ning’s popularity was not only shown by how the release looked like; According to the fans’
words, we could also understand the Chinese brand’s incomparable attraction.
“I have to have the Bamboo-shirt today,” a fangirl who had been in this queue for over 3 hours
said to us, “and it’s going to be in my BADFIVE collection!” Surprisingly, the fangirl shows no
frustration due to the long time waiting at all. “It should be the case,” she explained with a
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satisfied smile, “You know how hot the brand is these days!” A young man next to her chuckled,
“I wouldn’t change my Li-Ning shoes for a pair of Patta x AJ 7 if you ask me today.”
Simultaneously, tons of fans in that sinuous queue are trying to raise their voice and tell us their
feelings. It was just the type of spectacle you could imagine on Nike’s global release in New
York or some other global capitals.

The Sports Giant’s Long Road of Self-Redemption
Li-Ning, one of the most well-known Chinese sportswear brands, was founded in 1990 by the
star gymnast Li Ning and went public in Hong Kong in 2004. Yet, after Li-Ning reached its peak
in 2010 with a turnover of 9,455,364,000 RMB, a series of tricky obstacles came up according to
Li-Ning’s public Annual Report. Its operating loss soon dropped to 169,417 in just three years,
shops were closed, and countless employees were laid off.

Source from Li-Ning Ltd.’s Public Annual Report

However, amazingly, the situation has started to reverse in 2014. Especially in recent years, the
products with stylish and fancy designs by Li-Ning even send it to the Fashion Weeks in New
York and Paris. The “long queue” phenomenon could also explain the unprecedented popularity.
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So, after all these ups and downs, how could Li-Ning, this classic but struggling domestic brand,
return to the customers’ sight with such a strong brand awareness?

The Defeated Year of 2012
"Yes, we had our fair share of rocky roads and heavy winds, " said Zhou Chuan, the senior
Promotional Director, at the Li-Ning's headquarter in Beijing, "in 2012, this ship was most likely
to sink."
“In that very year, the annual financial performance hit the rock bottom, the aggressive
competitors such as ANTA were beating us in the lower-tier market, and every shareholder was
apprehensive about the company’s future.” He recalled.
In fact, at the end of 2011, the capital chain of Li-Ning was extremely unhealthy. To be specific,
in that period, Li-Ning was over-dependent on its distributors; in this case, superfluous products
were accumulated in the warehouse, which led to serious cash flow problems, and all of their
capital chains even broke up in the end. As a result, Li-Ning had to suffer from huge financial
stress on investing in new product development and promotion. Fortunately, at that point, this
Chinese sportswear giant has realized it was time to change.
Hence, Li-Ning has started to revive since the end of 2011instead in 2014 when most outsiders
noticed the “accidental event”. The path of preparation was arduous and long. Primarily, leaders
formulated new strategies after conducting profound analysis in terms of past failures, which
turned out that the key to reformation would be weakening the power of dealers. Thus, during
the four years, with consistent efforts, Li-Ning gradually reclaimed the management authority
although it is an extremely challenging transformation for the companies with such an enormous
trading extent. Many failure cases have already existed —— Nike, BMW and Sears Retail all
underwent hardship in reformation. Leaders also took lots of famous business cases for
reference, including Zara and Uniqlo. In the end, Li-Ning found the solution —— developing
sales center around consumers’ preferences while maintaining Li-Ning’s features and values.
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The Painful Joy of Change
Zhou Chuan recalled that after conquering all the difficulties, particularly the crackdown from
competitors during the cash flow dilemma in 2012, Li-Ning had finally survived the bumpy ride
of reformation. Two remarkable events could represent the turning point well- one was the
victory in winning the bidding of CBA 5-year-sponsorship; the other was the successful
transition to direct chain operation, which was widely appreciated by the industry as the model
of “retail transformation”.
Also, Zhou Chuan added that some external factors have lighted Li-Ning’s future. Firstly, the
economic boom stimulated consuming demand. People would like to spend more money on
durable goods such as high-quality sportswear. Secondly, the number of younger consumers was
skyrocketing. their appetites were consistent with the trend, rather pursuing big brands or
luxuries blindly, which made it possible that the updated products and styles from Li-Ning were
welcome and chased. Besides, the development of technology inspired Li-Ning to create online
shops. With the cooperation with Chinese mature e-commerce platforms such as Taobao.com
and JD.com, Li-Ning realized products & marketing integration. Meanwhile, goods fleeing was
prevented, channels were helped to be organized.

The One of A Kind, of Li-Ning
For the most crucial value of Li-Ning, Zhou Chuan has his own compression: for Li-Ning, its
most important and inimitable value is indeed the inherent sportsman business spirit from Mr.
Li-Ning, which implies that you can only get things done well if you are well prepared and
success needs a long-time preparation.
In 2018 New York Fall and Winter Fashion Week, the "Enlightenment" fashion show with the
refreshing designs of big Chinese word logo instantly smashed the social media, several same
styles as the catwalk were even sold out in the official flagship store instantly. Since then
everybody has begun to believe that the astonishing achievements originated from Li-Ning’s
lately hired the other designers, but is that the truth?
The director Zhou Chuan gave us the answer: Li-Ning has never changed designers.
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And he explained to us that: most of its designers are from China's art academy and has already
joined the team since they were still in college. Not only does Li-Ning train the designers by
itself, but it also cultivates many talented designers for society. And Li-Ning often holds creative
design competitions to excite designers’ inspirations, at the same time to improve the efficiency
of the company. Li-Ning also has its own marketing philosophy and combines it with its own
design to achieve the desired results.
It cannot deny that the right timing has accelerated the success of Li-Ning, but it makes such
accomplishment mainly because of the years of accumulation. This is also why Li-Ning has been
in the crisis for so long and can still turn over beautifully with outstanding performance
compared to other short-lived enterprises.

A Silver Li-Ning Guidebook
The acclamation and glory for Li-Ning in fashion week inspires more and more brands to explore
its business secrets behind because Li-Ning has demonstrated well about its capacity of being a
game-changer from the recognition of consumers for its accomplishment in sports and fashion in
the past years.
In detail, Li-Ning, with the capabilities of accumulating product strength, stabilizing
management structure and dealing with cash flow problems during the reformation, more than
enhances the cultural heritage of the company, also recaptures trust from the society, and all
these efforts can be referenced.
In China, Li-Ning is the undeniable OG, yet in the worldwide sportswear market, this 30-yearold brand is still at its growing phase. According to Zhou Chuan, they have been confronting
with several problems. One of the urgent needs will be optimizing its supply chain. Additionally,
the recent secondary market issues also result in insufficient impetus for new product launching
and marketing processes.
Nevertheless, this story of Li-Ning carries with it an important guideline. For the other Chinese
Sportswear brands who have stove to keep up with Li-Ning all these years, they should
comprehend the true value proposition why Li-Ning can overcome difficulties and find its own
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way back to the top: the athletic spirit originated from Li Ning, the gymnast himself, has been
intertwined with the company’s business implementation. With this spirit, they could cultivate
their own designers when all the Stock figures were diving, to generate salutary outcomes in
detrimental turns. It’s with this spirit, they are making strides.
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